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We report on the first fabrication of nanostructures with exactly resonant light revealing the quantum
character of the atom-light interaction. Classically the formation of nanostructures is not expected;
thus, the observed formation of complex periodic line patterns can be explained only by treating atomlight interaction and propagation of the atoms quantum mechanically. Our numerical quantum
calculations are in quantitative agreement with this experimental finding. Moreover, the theory predicts
that for small detunings nanostructures with =4 period can be produced, which beats the standard
nanofabrication limit of =2. Our experiments confirm this prediction.
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The ability to control the motion of atoms utilizing the
atom-light interaction has led to new fundamental physics such as laser cooling [1], Bose-Einstein condensation
[2], and precision experiments [3]. The control of the
trajectories of atoms has also found its way to applied
science and allows the fabrication of nanostructures [4,5].
The basic idea of atomic nanofabrication is the controlled deposition of atoms on a surface. This is achieved
by employing spatially varying light forces, realized in
standard atomic nanofabrication with off resonant standing light waves. These forces are well described within a
classical atom-light interaction model [5]; however, this
picture implies that these forces vanish for exactly resonant light fields. Thus no nanostructures are expected,
whereas the quantum mechanical treatment of the atomlight interaction predicts the formation of structures for
exactly resonant standing light waves. Furthermore, the
detailed analysis of the formed pattern reveals that in
contrast to the off resonant case the spatial phase of the
light field plays a crucial role for the quantum mechanical
motion of the atoms. Additionally, this system represents
a new method for generating periodic patterns with feature spacing smaller than the periodicity of the light
intensity distribution. Introducing a detuning in the order
of the natural linewidth periodic nanostructures with
doubled periodicity can be fabricated. This adds a new
scheme to the previously proposed and demonstrated
methods to beat the =2 periodicity limit of standard
nanofabrication [6 –8].
In our experiments a chromium atomic beam is collimated to a divergence of less than 1 mrad (full width at
half maximum) by one-dimensional laser cooling in a
lin ? lin configuration. The atomic beam impinges perpendicular onto the exactly resonant standing light wave
(7 S3 ! 7 P4 at   425:6 nm) which is realized by retroreflecting a linearly polarized Gaussian laser beam
(waists wz  21  3 m and wy  35  3 m, power
P  17  2 mW) from a mirror. Thus the interaction
time of the atoms with a mean longitudinal velocity vz 
0031-9007=04=93(23)=237402(4)$22.50

1000 m=s is on the order of the natural lifetime of the
excited state. After traversing the light field, the chromium atoms are deposited on a silicon substrate which is
placed 35  5 m behind the center of the standing light
wave in order to reduce diffraction effects from the substrate edge [9]. After 30 min of deposition, the sample is
taken out of the high vacuum chamber and analyzed with
an atomic force microscope (AFM). In Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)
the topography of the fabricated nanostructure is shown.
The image consists of 42 overlapping AFM scans reveal-

FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup and results. (a) A
collimated chromium beam impinges on a resonant standing
light wave and subsequently hits a substrate. After deposition
the substrate topography is analyzed with an atomic force
microscope (AFM). (b) The Rabi frequency shows a spatial
dependence due to the Gaussian laser beam profile along the y
direction. Thus each individual substrate contains the whole
intensity dependence of the atom-light interaction. (c) The
AFM image and (d) cross sections reveal the light intensity
dependence of the formed structures. For low intensity, peculiar periodic structures with feature spacings below =2 are
observed.
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where the atom-light coupling is characterized by
the complex Rabi frequency  
2d Er =h 
jr jei’r , d is the atomic electric-dipole moment, and
E represents the electric field amplitude of the light field.
For a perfect standing light wave, the dressed states are
degenerate at the nodes where the electric field vanishes
and thus E  E  0. This degeneracy is lifted in our
experiment, because we use a mirror with a reflectivity of
R  94%. The corresponding intensity distribution and
resulting complex Rabi frequency is depicted in Fig. 2(a).
It is important to note that the phase of the Rabi frequency changes dramatically at the nodes of the standing
light wave that breaks the symmetry of the light field
there. In Fig. 2(b) the corresponding dressed state energies are shown and the motion of a ground state atom is
indicated.
In the regions where the Rabi frequency has a weak
phase dependence the evolution of a ground state atom is
given by the corresponding dressed states, whose motions
are governed by Newton’s equations of motion resulting
from the corresponding potential E and E . In standard
nanofabrication utilizing far off resonance light forces
the ground state atom is very well described by only one
dressed state (blue detuning mainly j i). But in an
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ing the topography over 60 m in the y direction.
Because of the Gaussian profile of the light field in the
y direction [see Fig. 1(b)], this image shows the full
intensity dependence of the focusing properties of the
resonant standing light wave.
The measured topography reveals that for high light
intensities nanostructures with a periodicity of =2 corresponding to 213 nm are produced. This is the same
result as obtained with an off resonant standing light
wave, although in our experiment there is no force expected in the classical atom-light interaction picture. For
smaller intensities a striking complex periodic line pattern is produced, which reveals lines spaced at 213 nm
and additional features in between. We show that this
feature can be attributed to the quantum nature of the
atom-light interaction and of the atomic propagation.
First we give a qualitative discussion of the obtained
experimental results in the framework of dressed states.
We then discuss our quantum mechanical simulations
which even allow a quantitative comparison between
theory and experiment.
Dressed states are the eigenstates of the coupled atomlight system and are superpositions of the eigenstates of
the uncoupled atom jgi and jei. In the exactly resonant
case the dressed states and their energy are very simple
[10] and are given by
1
j; ri  p e
2
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FIG. 2. Dressed states description of on resonant atom-light
interaction: (a) The standing light wave is formed by retroreflecting a laser beam from a mirror with reflectivity R  94%
as shown in the inset. This leads to a periodic intensity
distribution that is not fully modulated (depicted not to scale).
Hence, the Rabi frequency is complex. The change in phase
proves to be dramatic at the standing wave node, where the
phase jumps by  within few nanometers. (b) Where the phase
is constant, the ground state wave packet is decomposed into
two resting dressed state wave packets, whereas near the nodes
this decomposition leads to two moving dressed state wave
packets. Their motion is deduced from the dressed state eigenenergies, therefore a j i-state wave packet is attracted to the
node and a j i-state wave packet to the antinode of the standing wave. As illustrated at position x  0:75, the motion of
wave packets near the node is influenced less by the potentials
and more by the phase gradient of the Rabi frequency.

exactly resonant light field a ground state atom is described as a fifty-fifty superposition of the two dressed
states j i and j i. Thus an atomic wave packet in a light
field gradient will split into two parts. The j i is attracted
to the intensity maxima while the j i state is pulled to
the intensity minima as indicated in Fig. 2(b). This
splitting is known as the optical Stern Gerlach effect
[11] and has already been observed by looking at the
momentum distribution [12]. In our experiment we directly observe this effect by detecting the atomic position
on the nanometer scale.
The motion in the j i-state potential is almost perfectly harmonic close to its minimum and concentrates
the atoms like a lens for matter waves. This is very
similar to the standard atomic nanofabrication schemes.
The j i-state potential has a triangular shape in the
vicinity of its minimum and corresponds to an atom
optical axicon, which produces a focal line. Since the
distance between adjacent j i-state and j i-state potential minima is =4, nanostructures with half the standard
periodicity limit of =2 are expected.
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The experimental observation that these =4 structures
are not found for high light intensity can easily be understood by realizing that nonadiabatic (NA) transitions
between the dressed states can happen near the nodes.
The probability for a NA transition is estimated as discussed in [10]. It is found that the reflectivity must be
chosen smaller than 50% to suppress NA transitions and
allow for the atoms to oscillate around the potential
minima of the j i state. For our high reflectivity of R 
94% the NA transition probability is almost unity.
However, for interaction times shorter than a quarter of
an oscillation time in the axicon potential, which depends
on the light intensity, a localization at both nodes and
antinodes can be expected. Thus the simple dressed state
potential picture explains why in the high intensity region only =2 structures are observed, whereas it fails to
explain the observed complex pattern for low light intensity shown in Figs. 1(d) and 3(b).
The so far discussed semiclassical description of the
motion is correct only for light fields with vanishing
phase gradients. But near the node, where the phase of
the Rabi frequency changes rapidly, the simple potential
treatment is not applicable. Nevertheless, the dressed state
picture allows one to understand the position of the lines
formed near the nodes of the standing light wave qualitatively. As indicated in Fig. 2(b) a resting atomic ground
state wave packet at the light field node is described in the
dressed state basis by a coherent superposition of two

FIG. 3. (a) Cross sections of the calculated atomic flux at a
distance of 35 m behind the center of the standing wave for
the indicated Rabi frequencies. For large Rabi frequencies, =2
period nanostructures are formed, whereas low Rabi frequencies lead to peculiar patterns with feature spacings smaller
than =2. (b) AFM cross sections taken at different positions as
indicated with solid circles in Fig. 1(b) corresponding to
equivalent Rabi frequencies as used in the quantum simulation.
The experimental findings are in excellent quantitative agreement with the simulation.
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dressed state wave packets moving in the same direction
with a momentum mv  h=2r’.

For our experimental
situation we estimate the velocity of these wave packets to
be 26vr where vr  hk=m

 1:8 cm=s is the recoil
velocity and k is the wave number of the light. Thus one
expects that atoms in the j i state near the node run up
the potential due to this velocity [indicated in Fig. 2(b)].
An estimate of the expected shift after a certain time can
be found by calculating the classical trajectory of a particle starting at the node with an initial velocity 26vr in
the linear potential Vx  hkjjx=2.

For the interaction
time of 40 ns and a Rabi frequency of jj  20 we find
the position to be shifted by 14 nm from the node.
Experimentally we observe 12  3 nm. This effect is
very closely connected to the scattering force [11] commonly applied in laser cooling. There the situation is
usually much simpler since the populations of the dressed
states can be assumed to be in steady state, while in our
experiment this is not the case.
Therefore to understand our experimental findings
quantitatively we numerically solve the Schrödinger
equation for the two-level atom in momentum space
[13]. Here, the two-level approach is reasonable as long
as the intensive linearly polarized light field defines the
quantization axis and thus couples only magnetic substates with equal quantum number (m  0). This is
strictly speaking not true near the nodes. Therefore we
numerically calculated the eigenenergies near the intensity minimum including the earth magnetic field for
arbitrary directions. We find that the resulting eigenenergies are always symmetric with respect to the node of the
standing light wave. Additionally the spatial range where
anticrossings [6] between a few of the involved energy
levels occur is 4 nm, which is the region where the
dynamics is governed anyway by NA transitions. In order
to get a quantitative agreement between the experimental
findings and the numerical solution we include the effect
of spontaneous emissions empirically. According to the
dressed state analysis given in [10], spontaneous emissions can change the dressed state leading to momentum
diffusion due to the instantaneous sign reversal of the
dipole force (the recoil kick of the emitted photon is
negligible). After the interaction time t this momentum
diffusion translates into a feature broadening x /
vr t=. To account for this broadening a convolution of
the calculated spatial probability distribution (taking into
account the divergence of the beam) with a Gaussian of
width x is applied. This convolution is important
only at high light intensities while it does not significantly influence the structure shape at low light intensities. The additional broadening effect due to the growth
behavior of Cr [9] is negligible for our broad structures
(70 nm).
Cross sections of the calculated atomic flux at a distance of 35 m behind the center of the standing wave
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FIG. 4. Comparison between nanostructures fabricated with
different detunings: For   0, =2 structures are shown to
illustrate the shift of 12  3 nm of the new feature in between.
The nanostructures obtained by detuning the laser frequency
  1 exhibit a much smaller shift of 1  4 nm. The observed behavior confirms the prediction of our quantum simulation and demonstrate the periodicity doubling for very near
resonant standing light waves.

are shown in Fig. 3(a) and compared to the experimental
findings shown in Fig. 3(b). The experimental cross sections are taken at positions indicated in Fig. 1(b) with
solid circles. The theoretical curves shown are obtained
for the indicated Rabi frequencies. These values are consistent within the uncertainty of the independently measured incoming power and beam waists. Furthermore, we
take into account the internal magnetic substructure of
chromium by multiplying the calculated Rabi frequency
by a factor of 0.65 (average Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
for linear polarization), assuming equally populated substates. This is valid in our case because the atoms travel
1 m in a magnetically unshielded region before they enter
the focusing region. The simulated flux is in very good
agreement with the experimental finding for all Rabi
frequencies, and especially the peculiar structure shape
is very well reproduced. It is important to note that the
structure width and height at high Rabi frequencies are
dominated by the momentum diffusion resulting from
spontaneous emission.
Our simulations predict that for small blue detuning
  1 of the standing light wave the production of
nanostructures with a period of =4 is possible. Our
results are similar to the reported periodicity reduction
by Gupta et al. [6], where the chromium specific polarization dependence of the atom-light interaction was
utilized. Another method using a Raman configuration
consisting of two pairs of counterpropagating traveling
wave fields has also been put forward to realize optical
potentials with =8 periodicity [8]. Our experimental
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findings are shown in Fig. 4, where we compare =2
focusing in the high intensity limit with the low intensity
focusing for exactly on resonance and detuned   1
standing light wave. The observed shift for exactly resonant standing light waves of 12  3 nm is in excellent
agreement with the theoretical prediction of 12.7 nm. In
the detuned case the theory predicts 0.7 nm which is also
consistent with the measured shift of 1  4 nm deduced
from the pattern shown in Fig. 4.
In conclusion, we have shown that exactly resonant
light waves employed in an atomic nanofabrication
scheme lead to new complex nanostructures. We are able
to attribute the unexpected atomic distribution found on
the substrate to the presence of the phase gradient of the
resonant light field near its nodes. Our quantum simulations confirm our observations quantitatively. We have
also shown that the =2 periodicity limit of conventional
atomic nanofabrication schemes can be improved by a
factor of 2 using standing light waves with a detuning on
the order of the natural linewidth.
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